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ATTAINABLE CIRCULATION ABOUT AIRFOILS IN CASCADE

By ARTEZUEW. GOLDSTEIN and ARTUR M.4GER

SUMMARY

From consideration of arai[able information on boundary-
layer behalior, a re[a.hbn among proji[e thicknes8, marimu.m
surface reloa”ty, Reyno[da number, velocity diagram, and
solidity is established for a ca~cadeof airfoib immersed in a
twodimenat”onal incompressible $uid flow. Sereral cascades
are computed to show the effect of t.+ariouscascadedem”gnparam-
eters on minimum required cascade solidity. Comparisons
with ezperimental[y determined blade performance show that
the derired blade loadings are equal or higherfor moderatefloto
decelerationand somewhat lowerfor large deceleration. Blades
with completely laminar flow appear practical for impu18e or
reaction blading.

LYTRODUCTION

In the design of compressor and turbine blading, the choice
of bIade sections and spacing is usuaIIy made on the basis of
experimental results from several cascades. b enormous
amount of data is required to cover the entire range of inIet
and outlet angles, ReynoIds numbers, bIade sections, spac-
ings, and maximum surface velocities.

The relations among blade circulation and blade thickness,
ReynoIds number, maximum surface veIocity, and spacing
were determined at the ATACA Lewis laboratory during 1949
in a qualitative fashion for twodimensionaI, incompressible
flow. This problem has been studied empirically (references 1
and 2) without any attempt to relate the problem to the
basic determining factofithe boundary Iayer. The analysis
presented herein establishes such a relation on a more rational
basis.

As the gas flows through a cascade of airfoils, the idet
velocity on the suction surface of a blade is raised to some
maximum Iocal vaIue and then decreased until, near the
trailing edge, its value is in the neighborhood of the exit
veIocity. A blade cascade wiH operate in a compressible
fluid with lees Likelihood of locaI shocks, resuIta.nt losses, and
choking if the design is such that the maximum surface
velocity is maintained as low as possibIe. The preassigned,
low maximum surface veIocity should extend over as Iarge a
portion of the suction surface as possibIe before diHusion in
order to raise the circulation to a maximum. Because the
velocity must decrease near the trailing edge from its maxi-
mum value to a value close to the exit velocity, the maximum
possibIe rate of &fFusion -wiII, in effect, de~ermine the arc
Iengfih on which the suction-surface velocity is kept at its

maximum. The bIade circulation attainable is therefore
determined by the maximum diffusion rate possible.

In deaIing with incompressible flow, the same general
type of wlocity distribution is speciJled herein, and the
diffusion ra~ is determined by severaI conditions to avoid
separation of flow from the bIade surface. Once the possible
veIocity dist ribut.ion on the suction surface is determined,
an approximate computation is used with a specified veIocity
diagrw.n and bIade thickness to compute the pressure-
surfwe-veIocity distribution, bIade circulation, and spacing.

The results reported herein are not to be interpreted as
giving an exact. velocity distribution of airfoil sections for
application. In the first place, the assumption of no separa-
tion in some cases reduces obtainable lif k and increases the
blade soIidit.y and the surface for friction, which increases
skin friction loss. If a small region of separated flo-iv is
permitted, the increase in form drag may be insufEcient to
increase totaI drag in view of the increase in bIade lift and
decrease in b~ade number and skin friction. Another l.imit-a-
tion is possibIe in the applicability of the boundary-Iayer
equations used in prescribing the suction-surface-velocity
distribution. The velocities deduced from these equations
are unconventiona.I in that the form factor of the boundary
layer (ratio of displacement. to momentum thickness)
rapidly rises to the maximum permissible wdue and then
remains nearly constant; whereas with conventional wIpcity
distributions, it sIowly increases and then very rapidly rises
near the separation region. Thus the empirical equations
describing the development of the boundary-layer form factor
may not be accurately applicable for such veIocit y distribu-
tions. lrL order to demonstrate the several solutions that
might be applicable, t-he surface velocities were prescribed
according to three rules. Garner’s equations (reference 3)
were used with the form factor fire~ rising rapidIy and then
remaining nearly constant with Iimit.ing values of either 1.84
or 2.14. Aleo a diflneion rate was chosen equal to 0.885 of
the value prescribed by IQIikhman (reference 4) for
separation.

A final consideration lies in the apprcmimat.e nature of the
procedure for computing the lower surface-~elocity distribu-
tion. In this process, the effect of thickness is assumed to
result in a surface-velocity component, which varies as a
seconddegree paraboIic function of the surface arc Iength.
The results consequently appIy to a speciaI family of thick-
ness distributions, which may not be the optimum for the
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prescribed sucti&-surface-veIocity distribution. hloreover,
the estimate of the effect of thickness is inexact so that the
estimate of the airfoil-thickness dis~ribution will dii7m
somewhat from the actual thickness of an airfoil with” the
prescribed surface veioc.ities. .

The absolute values of blade circulations are @&ac~; some
very definite trends are nevertheless demonstrated, particu-
larly with respect to maximum surface velocity, Reynolds
number, and blade thickness.

SELECTION OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION ON SUCTION
SURFACE OF BLADE

GENERALCONSIDERATIONS

As mentioned in the “lntro.du.ct.ion ,’.’’-thevelocity distribu-
tion on the suction surface to he investigated will c“onsist of a
velocity that is supposed to rise to its maximum vglue in a
negligibly short distance from the leading-edge stagnation
point and to maintain that value as fmbac.k along the airfoil
as possible. The velocity must then decrease from the
maximum value to the value near the trailing edge that differs
slightly from the downstream .y:locity. A deceleration with
a maximum safe velocity gridlent without flow separation
between the maximum velocity n.nd a final velocity is re-
quired, ln order to find. the suct,ion-surface-ve.loci!y dis-
tribution, it is necessary to investigate the development of-
the bounda~y Iaye.r, which detenninw.. the allowable rate of
diffusion. The general shape of the vciocit.y-distribution
curves is shown b figure 1, which also indic.atcs some. of the
nomenclature, (All symbols used gre defied@ appendix A.).

I J J “k I J “L
Arc ieng fh, x

FIGURE I.-auctjon-surfacc velodtiw ~nd lengths.

LAMINARBOUNDARYLAYER

Region of constant velocity, —For the region of constant
velocity U(z) = _U~cz,the equation for the momentum thick-
ness of the laminar boundary layer is

4–8=0.664 + (1)
maz

where
@ momentum thickness of boundary layer
v kinematic viscosity of gas
z arc length on airfoil suction surface
U suction-surface velocity just outside boundary Iayer
The subscript max indicates ma.xinmm value of surface

velocity. The Reynolds number of the boundrtry Iayer :
based on momentum thickness is defined as

R= ul?/V (2)

The form fact& j~ is defined as
. .—...-..—

H=8*f8 73) ‘“..——.-..;

where 3“* is the displacement t.hickncss of the boundary
layer. In the region of constant velocity, 11=2.614. ._

Region of diffusion.—For diffusion with a laminm bound-
ary Iayer, the approximate method of Loitsinnsldl (reference 5)
was used., According to that systmn of equations, scpa-
rat.ion wJ1 occur if the proportional change in velocity dU/U
per unit. of arc hmgth dx eqmd to the generalized momcnturn
thickness Z reaches a value of – 0.08884, That is

.. 74)
L dlT

DLGVX

where .. .
. - ~“_oR=62 g,. ~=

v (5)

must be greater than —0.08884. A -due of D~= —0.06618
was arbitrarily selected to give a high diffusion rate wii.bout
introducing laminar separation. Loitsianskii’s equation for
boundary-layer growth then becomes.

D. d’11
-.

1 dU= ()–7 z

‘“m

where ~~,a function of D~j is a constant equal to 0.8517 for
D.=–O.06618, ““

This ‘equation is integrated to give

;,.:.
By substituting for dU/dz from the definition o~Ds, the con-
stant of integration K is evalufitcd to give

W)a=(i)-o”oa’”(6a.]

where “the subscript 1 indicate.s the value it &e- beginning of
the laminar diffusion process. When equation (13n) is
differentiated and dU/Uis eliminated by means of cquat.ion(4),
there is obtained

which is. integrated to

.-

Equa~ions (1) and (5) are used to relate the constants Z1
and L1

L,= O.441ZJ

I
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—
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From equation (5)

or
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%f=(i)&=(H”5’2’
F+.2DL

~=(ir+’d=(w’”
The velocity potential ~, clefinecl by

P= I“’udx
.0

is found from

‘=– ,:;..[(;)=-ll
Y—PI 1

J

“r

LIUl Lzlrt z,
~Td~=

[
=1.390 (’y’%– 1]

The constant pl/171Lz is computed from the equations for
the nondiffusing section giving

-=2.268& (6f)

The form factor

CASCADE s

of the bounda~
DL=–0.06618 has a vaIue of 3.214
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layer H in the region
(reference 5).

in applications, it is convenient to know the position xl in
percentage of the total Iength of the suction surface X.
From equation (6b),

The subscript appIies to the final vaIue at the trailing edge

of the bIade. In terms of velocities, with fi=&,

Then

3=’+%%[(5)=‘“
In figure 2, the -rariation of lTfUz and R/Rl with (x–xJ/Lz

is shown for cliffusion with the Ia.minm boundaqy Iayer. In
appIying these curves for any airfoil, the scale of the diflusing
region must be adjusted for the vaIue of Lz that is equa.I to
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FIGUBE2.-Developmeot of veIocityand kminar bounda~ layer with constant diffusfoncceflicient. DL= -0.0661S:H=3214.
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0.441W. In figure.3, the cuwe..for the entire suction-surface
potential is shown with A: aS Jhe unit, of lerigt.h rather than
.
L~.

TRAi&ITION

As the air flows o~er the blade surface, & thickmss of $-k
laminar boundary layer will increase until a point is reached
where t~m character of the bou@wy-layer flow will change
from laminm to turbulent. _The. bound~ry lqyer will theu
develop according to different htws and will_fhe.refore’-also”
sustain a diff.ere.nt pressure gri:dient wi~,hout separation.

~ra.nsition occurs at a.. c_c.rtah..value of R;,, iv!lich yil!
depend on the free-stream turbulence iqte~wity and scale, the
pressure gradient, the roughness and, $he cu;vo+ture of .ihe....... ....
surf ace, and on heat. t.ra.nsfcr t~rrough the b.or@ry hiyer...-
An R ~,value of 2.50has begs. selccte~<.for this analysis in.
consideration of t,hc high leyel of free-stre.a.m t tirbule.ncq in
turbomachmery, which tends to recluce.& to a low v~.lue~””
According to G~wschwitz (reference 6), observed bound&y-
layers were. always lamiriar if R<250 regardless of the
intensity of free-stream turbulence, and turbulen~ boundary
layers have been o.bserve~ for R.>250& .GrusEhwitz neglects
to mention the pressure gradi:nt a~ which these observations
were made and as a conse@ence the.”&s&np$on R,,=’~50
might b.e some.~vhat 10VIfor $loys wit.h:zero pressure gradignt.
IL should be noted that if for any reason transition is de.la,yed
so that the rapid diffusion rate prcsc.ribed for turbulent
boundary layer is applie~ to a laminttr layer, separation
results. Conversely, the eficct of pqcssurc gradient is to
reduce markedly the value .of. R’,; even though delayed in
the zero pressure-gradient region, the. transition. will tllerc-.
fore probably occur at the ig~e.ption of the diflusion process.

TURBULENT BOUNDARYLAYER

The mg-mmtum-equation for the boundary l~yer is ““- -‘
. .. . ..

(9) “ ‘
. . . . ... . .. . . ... . ., . .. ___.. . ..._

where
r surfa~~ shear s@ess
p gas dgtisity
If t~g cM.nitions for fiic.tion coefficient ,.———.

,-:, ;:a~... .. . . . .

(10) “’
.—-—.:. ..:

generalized mome.nturn f.hicl~css
.-

.. .T= flRU5., (ii) ;;

and diffusion coefficient ; ; :. :.,..,, .
.

~ =TdU
T–u &, --- (12]

...+
..... . ... .’,...—_-A.... =

are. substituted” into the momentum equation M in rcfcrcnce 3, .
there res+lts
,“. —-

.=-.. %=W’”(H+$)I
,.

(13)
—

s...
.. ..

In order to compl& the soIut.ions of this equation for rn%i-
tra.ry viilues of DT, two more. c@ations me required: one to
detemnine values ofj, and one to detcrmin”e t-he development
of. the form factor. H.

Region of constant velocity, .–In the region ‘of consttint -,
velocity “DT= 0, so that t.hc momentum cquntion rcduccq to

P...-—.

dT_7
X–6
.....-

f
. . .

(14)
. .

Fidkne.~s data (reference 7) for surface shcrm with constrtht
velocity ”’sho~i’thit

.=>...,

Equation (14) may

—,

.- .—.

j= O.006534 (!5) .,,

therefore be integrated to give -““ ;

T–T,,=: .#(z-zJ ““- (16) ;

where the subscript t; inclic~tcs the value at trtmsit.ion.
Conditions for diffusion without separation,-The syste.in ;

of equiitions proposed by Garner (refcrcncc 3) was sclcctcd
to”describe the development of the turbulent bound~ry layer
because of its simplicity. In selecting a“ ~aw for friction,
Ga.rne[ _cxamincs data for “R>1250 and shows that j “is -
constant with a value. of 0.006534 if –0,01< DT<o.ooiL ..:
(This @.?/alkne.r’s value. of .t for D~=O, refcrmce 7.) No
correlation is obtained for ~T< — 0.01. In considera,t.ion of
tile laclt .of correl,atc~ da~u fo_rhigh d~usion rates, “-OZ~iz ““’”
—0.0 L~& select.cd for tl~e range” of cliffusion rite rmd there- ‘:
fore j=””~.006534-~is used for Lhe friction cocfkicnt..~,.— .—

,—
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The development of the form factor H required for
solution of the momentum equation is described by a.n em-
piriccd equation developed by Garner in reference 3.
The relation is

(17)

where .4. =0.0135.
The problem is then to define a miocity distribution that

will avoid separation of the turbulent. boundary layer. Ex-
perience shows that when H reaches a ~alue of about. 2.o
with con-rentiomd velocity distributions it, subsequently rises
rapidly and separation occurs. Values of H for separation
are therefore usually given in the range 2.0 <H<2.6.
It is therefore proposed that one possible criterion for
prescribing the velocity is that. H rise to some -due and
thereafter remain constant and less than 2.6.

Equfition (17) describing the de-relopment of Hshows that
if H<l .4+ (—DT/~), then dH/dz>O ancl H tends toward
1.4+ (– DdA). If 01.4+ (– DJA), then equation (17)
shows thut dH/dr<O and therefore H always tends toward
the vaIue 1.4+ (–D,/.%).

If constant values of D= are considered as possible con-
dit ions for detel mining the velocity distribution, then the
momentum equation shows that. for a given velocity change
D. should be as huge a. negative number as possible in
order to reduce the surface for skin friction. (The rapid diffu-
sion results in a.irfoik with relatively longer regions of constant
maximum velocity and therefore larger airfoiI circulations.)
For reliabiIit.y of the boundary-layer equations, it is desir-
able to maintain D~> —0.01. Therefore a possible condition
is Dr= —0.01, the largest rate of diffusion with f’=0.006534.
The limiting value of H for this case is 2.14, a value that is
probably, but not certainly, safe. Two mdues were therefore
used in the velocity cornput ations: D~= —0.01, and D~=
–0.006, which corresponds to a limiting value of H= 1.844.

A thircl condhion for prescribing the ditTusion rate was
also employed. .4ccording to reference 4, separation will
result if

attains the due of —0.0013. The third type of velocity
distribution computed was for the maximum diffusion rate
with both DT2 —0.01 and Dg> —0.00115; D~ was arbi-
trarily assigned with the condition that it be greater than
the separation value – 0.0013.

Velocity distributions in region of diffusion.-For the
cases where D= is constant, equations (12) and (17) are used
to eliminate the differential of x, and to obtain

~~= ‘T~-5(K-14) dH
~ ~ . H–I.4+D~/~ (19)

which integrates to

ABOUT AIRFOIIJS IX’ C.4SCADE ~~1

log g = _ ~ &hlA ~~[( -2+-E’(-%1-5B 5DT ‘“

(20)
where

is the exponentitd int egrrd function (t abuIat ed in reference 8),
having the principal part of the integral for y>O (that is,
for H<l .4–DT/A.). The constant of integration for ~7= ~0

was chosen at H= HO= 1.4. This value of H and Z?.will not
be included on any point of the airfoil if laminar diffusion
precedes t.urbuIent. diffusion.

Equatic!ns (12) and (13) give

(21)

For the factor dZ~/~~of the second term on the right side, a
substitution is made from equation (19) to obtain an equat-
ion that. may be integrated to

T7f
[(

log ~o=6 D.——
)1

7+L4-~ log --+-

7 D, (22)
— ——so ~ [1_g-5(K-1:4)]

The arc length is then given by

(23)

The curves for the boundary-layer parameters in the tur-
bulent-diffusion region are shown in figure 4 for D~= –0.010,
D.= --0.006,and m@nmrn diffusion rate with D*> – 0.01
ancl Ds2 —0.00115.

In solving the boundary-layer equations (13) and (] i)
(with f =0.006534) with the condition D~2 – 0.00115, the
value of D= rises with R. The limitation DT2 – 0.01 was -
aclcled at the high Reynolds numbers in order to keep D~ in
the range for which the friction law f= O.006534 is vah.1.
The solution of the equations in the region of variable D=
was obtained by approximate ing each portion of the cum-e
with the solution for D~=constant=mean value of D~ in
that step. . .

RELATIONS BETWEEX VELOCITYDISTRIBUTION AXD BLADE REYXOLDS
MJXBER

The rela.tions between t-he velocity dist ribution and blade
Reynolck number L~fX/v are developed. Some of the results
are given in graphical form, which permits the use of the
generalized velocity-distribution curves developed for the
laminar and t urbulent boundary laye~ (figs. 2 and 4). These
curves will give the velocity distribution in the region of
ditlusion if the scale constants Ll, UO, and TOare known;
the remainder of the surface is determined by the constant
xl or Xf.
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In order to assisi in finding the appropriate constants, the computing fig. %5is described in a.ppcmdi~ B.) The cum-es

quantity xJX (or ZJ.A- for completely turbulent- dtiusion) is are to be applied in the following manner:

pIotted in figure 5 as a function of the Reynolds number The Reynokk number UJ/Y and velocity ratio L?f/l~m=.are

UrX/Y and the velocity ratio LT~/Urn... (The method of select.ed. Examination of figure 5 will indicate whether the

(a) Dr=-o.olo;DL=-0.000IS,
FIGURE5.—Variationoflem?thratioszJX andn/XwithbladeReymidsnumber.R~==%O.
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diffusion is lam~ar, mi~ed~ or turb~lent’” “If ‘be ‘~ffusion where (X-ro)/ To is given in figure 4 m a function of UJYO.-.
is lmnimw, figure 5 gives .t@@ge ofx~_a?d ~hcn Lz= 0.441 ZZ, and UO= LTrn~. ““ “”.. .
which establishes the SCale.,fo~ th% USe Of f@ie. 2.. . @.- Tll~>case of ~ixed cliffmien ~ considm.cd to .l?~.gf no tec&

other procedure would .be. to detyrnine., (&x2)/~1 from
figure z and solve for q using L2=O1441xl.

nicd ,significa.ncc in this application bccrmsc of unccrhtinty

If the diffusion is altogether turbulent.? figure ~ determines..
in locating the position of transition. The cflkct of Reynolds

w and then
nu?nbir. is therefore considered” only in regions of purely

.—..

()

laminar or purely turbulent diffusion, ‘altho”ugh” xJ/X ~nd
---- l–~

TO=X ~ (24) @/U~~ were computed
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mixed-diffusion region.
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Suction-surface potential.—.~ further step in computing
airfoiI performance is the integr~tion of the velocity curves
to obtain

(25)

a ciimem~iordess form of the potential on the suction surface.
Results of the computations are shown in figure 6. The
compmmt.ive magnitudes of the potentials for various values
of 11~ (or Q), 1~/Lr~c~, and the Reynolds number are signif-

,/07

icant because in the system used for estinmt.mg blade

125 “

—

iircu-
Iation, an @crease in suction-surface poten~aI is usually
accompanied by an increase in blade circulation.

The obtaintible potential is highest with the greatest. diffu-
sion rate (compare figs. 6(a) and 6(b)) because the maximum
velocity is maintained along the kwgest portion of the airfoiI
surface. The most pronounced effect of ReynolcIs number is
the increase in potential shown in the change from lamina.r
diffusion to turbulent diflusion (fig. 6(a)). The increase in
potential begins at a Reynolds number in the ticinity of
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FIGURE6.—CoQchzded.Variationofsuctio&mrfacepofe”utkdwith blade Ruynoldsntibc~. &-=231.
—.

80,000 to 90,000 and for Z7JU~az>0.6 is hdly~realized at the
Mado Reynolds number approximately 260,000” ‘for
11~~ –0.0(11 15. arid 11== -“KUM h.nd .approxinmtdy 180,000
for DT= – 0.010. This change increases with decreasing
diffusion-velocity ratio tTr/U~at. Although there is no effect
of Reynolds number on suc.t,ion-s~facg potential for cliffusion
with a completely laminm boundary layer, the effect of
increase in Reynolds number for twbule.nt diffusion; is a
decrease in potent@ for constant w-dues of D=. An insignif-
icant effect is shown, however, when “~ie Criterion of Kalikh-
man for se.pa.ration is applied (fig. 6(c)). Because at large
Reynolds numbers the. condition Ds= – 0.00115 is replaced
by 11~= —0.01, the curves so ‘@nstructecl approach the curves
for D~= – 0.010 in that region. (The large Reynolds num-
ber condition is equivalent to the assumption that the extent
of the laminar boundary layer approaches zero.)

The case of infinite Reynolds number is of pa:rticulmsignifl-
c.ante because it is the most conservative design yit.h
turbulent boundary layer for constant diffusion coefficient .D~.
The potential at hinge Reynolds numbers was therefore
computed and is shown in figure 7 for Yalues of D~= -0;010
and —0.006. The curve for D== —~.O1O at high Reynolds
numbers 1s practically the same as that of Ds2—O.00115 for
all Reynolds numbers because tl!e potential for the Ds cop-
dition shows so little variation with J3eynolds numbers..

The trend of curves sho!vs that highest potential occurs at
& UJU~M of approximately 0.58 with very lit t,le va.~a.t.ion
between 0.53 and 0.63. Tkerefore, ;f a design is considered
with .a preassigned value for the velocity diagram and UJ,
negligible gain occurs in- using higher p~.al{”velocities than”
U~az- 1.6 Ufi For diffusion with a l~minar boundary layer,
figure 3 shows negligible increase in.o.bt.ainable potential for
peak velocities Z7~a*higher-than 1.25 Ufi

Deviations from design conditions,-A knowledge of the

.:
I

I

..—.

I?IGIULE 7~-Rcltitfonbctwc;n suctton+nrrfocepotonti!dturdvclocltyratio forbkrdcRcynolrls
number appromhingin5nity.

range of operation of any cascade 01 airfoils is cssentiid. in
de.terniin@ its ~uitability for application. Nor the sets of
blades “considered herein, the effect of chaugo of Reynolds
numbe~ is nonexistent with purely Iaminnr diffusion. A
very slight. and variable effect is shown for turbulent difhsion
with Ds> —0.001 15. If the limitations .imposcd by constant
D~ are” closer to the physical facts, 10SSlift is obtainable at
highec_Re.ynolds numbers. Consequently, inercme in Rey-
nolds .numbe.r of operation would involve the danger of
separation. A safe estimate of lift would” &rcforc be made
on W basis of. the potent.ial for tho mminmm Reynolds
number of operation, provided the minimufil Rcyn61ds num-
ber of operation does not extend into the regions requiring
laminar diffusion rates. If the mnximum Reynolds number
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of operation k taken to be three times the minimum, a very
slight effect. of design Reeynolds number on potentiaI is
indicated even for the diflusion rates DT= —0.010 and
—0.006. The Reynolds numbers at which some diffusion
-with lmnirmr boundmy layer occurs depend on the value
selected for R(, (in this case 250), on the diffusion= rate, and
on the velocity ratio U~JUr. Estimates of lift made on the
basis of 11~= –0.010 and RN+ w wouId be in agreement
vi-it.hestimates based on Ds> –0.001 15. If a blade designed
on such a basis were used at low enough Reynolds numbers,
the lmninar boundary Iayer e-xisting in the region of ditTusion
would separate because of too steep a pressure gradient.

If a rough finish or a higher angle of attack than the design
value occur in application of the blade, an increase in the
-due of T’ over the design value may be expected. Then

(ythe initial value of D== T ,.~dz wilI increase in the same

proportion at the beginning of diffusion. Sample compu-
t ations show, however, that for velocity distributions based
on constant Dr, this initial increased value for ~~ is not
maintained but drops to some value intermediate. betmeen
the initial value and the value for which the velocity distri-
bution was prescribed. If the value for separation of the
form factor His assumed to be 2.2,it would correspond to the
limit for a constant vahe of D. given by

D.=–O.0135 (H–1.4)=–O.0108

If the design -reloci@ distribution corresponded to
Dr= –0.006 (limitingH= 1.8.5), and then in operation T
mere increased by 80 percent to gi-re an initial value of
D,= –0.0 10S, the resulting Iimiting value of D. mould be
greater than –0.0108 (less in absolute value) and the Iimiting
value of H would be less than 2.2;thus, according to this
criterion, separation wou~d he avoided. If the design
velocity dist ribut ion corresponded to Dr= —0.010, however,
an increase of 80 percent in T wouId result in separation
according to this criterion.

EST131ATE OF BLADE CIRCULATION AND SPACING
EFFECT OF THICIWESS .

.ti approximate calculation is made for the blade circula-
t.ion from the upper-surface velocity distribution by a modi-
fication of the method for thin airfoils. The basic idea is
that the airfoiI-surface velocity is the sum of two components,
one of which results from the basic thickness form un-
cambered, and the second of which results from the curvature
of the camber Iine. The suction-surface velocity of the thin,
slightly cambered, isolated airfoil is then gi~’en by

There
ZT’ suction-stiace velocity of airfoiI

~ velocity component, resulting from uncambered thickness
distribution

~ U’ velocity increment resulting from curvature of camber
line

W free-stream _velocity
93664&51—10
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The rat ios ~/~7’ and AU’/T”’ are independent of the mag-
nitude of T“’. A simda.r ecpation holds for the pressure
surface,

~~,’=g’—-~l=zpz~’.-~’

where CP’ is the velocity on the pressure surface. If the
suction-surface velocity is known, and if the -relocity comp-
onent ~ result.ing from the thickness can be determined,
t-he pressure-sqrface -relocity can be computed.

ln applying these ideas tot he cascade, the principal change
is the use of the distorted fiow field in which the airfoil is
imrn&aed; the quantity ~” is now regarded as a variable
quantity. hTear the leaciing edge, the velocity 1’, is substi-
tuted for 1” giving .

()

~if
U*= 1~, p (26)

where the subscript i indicates the value near the leading
edge and ~t’/ ~“’ is the. velocity rise over the free-stream
value for the isolated airfoiI. The value for @/I”’ is a func-
tion of the assumed thickness distribution. Similarly, near
the traiIing edge the free-stream wdue used is 1T2giving

(27j

At. the point. of the airfoil where the air has been turned
halfway so that. the flow direction is given by the angle am
where

‘1
tan a.. =2 (tan al+ tan aJ (2!)

where
a angle between velocity vector and nol-mal to cascade afis

Subscripts :

1 %-alueat position upstream of cascade
2 value. at. position downstrewu of cascade

the same procedure might be used as for the lead@ and
traiIing sections of the airfoil -with the substitution of 1-~
for 1“’ in the equation for ~n. The value of l_%is computed
from the continuity equation

Tfl Cos CYl= T72Cos a~= J’m Cos a.% (29)

which does not include the effect of airfoil thickness in block-
ing the flow area and increasing the flow -velocity. lf the
spacing s is not too smaII, the correction for the distorted
flow that is appIied is

Vm,c= +X3%+’-
This formula is derived in appendix C. Then,
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When the blade spacing is vel~ sn@lj however, it becomes
more accurate to regard the flow between the blades as flow
in a chmnnel. From this standpoin$ the flow velocity is
increased over Vmby the ratio of the floJy area without blade
thickness to the flow mea with blade thickness. That is,
the effect of thickness is given by --

7.= vm.( s
S—tmScc a*). ----

(31)

where & is t,ho blade thicknes.s..at the point Xn where the air
flow has been turned to the T1.rection &. This equatiori is
applied only if the point of application of the lift force x~
is within a range of values. specified by

:<a!m<x-; ---- -- . (~~)

This condition was selected. b&a.uso .inskle this .mnge the
e.ffe.ct of variations of infloTv__tmd.outffQw dire.c~jon on the
velocity will probably be small. enough to be -neglected for
the purpose of the calculation.. Thus; the ffow~is expected
to be essentially that inside a long channel,

Relations have been developed for computing ~ at three
points on the airfoil,. The family of airfoil ca.sce,des being
coneidercd will be rcs trictcd by assuming a second-degree
parabola connecting the points (0, ~,), (z~, ~J, and (X,~f).
That is.

—-,.

(33)
where _. ~.

ESTIMATE OF CIRCULATIONAND.:SPACING

When ~i, ~~, and ~r are iiiiiimed to be known, the curve
for U can be determind wh.m the value of .x~ is found.
Because it is the center of pressure, z~ may be found as the
weighted mean value of g; the weight assigned to each valuo

The debition of x~ may heis the local blade loading.
reduce.d to the form . .

JrZfi(y?-pfl)2!rn=“
r“ “’ ““- (35)

where .—
p potential on upper surface .~e.asured from leading edge to

a point, z --
r airfoil circulation, (@–@p)
@value of P at trailing edge “” “.-”

...

The cwantit~,. .,

@= J (. )‘Udx= Uf-X u?X ●

o

may be found from ‘figures” 3; ‘“6,or 7: Tho quant.itiy

r’d~=~s”udx=ufx’m““””
......

may be f.cmnd from figure s for ihc conditions of laminar
boundary layer and very high Reynolds number, Tho ,
curves for D;= - 0.010 a.f~- approximat.ely correct for ‘
D82–0000115. _
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(a) Laminar difluslon.
(b) Blade Reynoldsnumbar approachinginflnIty.

-a. . . FImiRE8.-Varirdion ot m wltli vdocity rotfo.
...

fior c~~culation of the potential ~p, the high c.aInber_ of :
airfoils in.cascade must be considered because it results k“ a
substa.ntiaHy different length of the suction ahd twcss~ri
srdaces~un~ie isolated &foils, which ara ‘nearly ~traigldi. ‘
The effect of the ditTerence in length is approximated by
setting .’

...- .-.. Xp=px (36) .
.— ,.-
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where 6 is some constant nearly eqmd to unity. The circula-
tion is thus

‘=r’T’x-J’’ufld’,=JnT-’’2~-dxdx
(37’)r=@–(2tlJ%x–@)=@-%

.

When equation (33) is used for ~, there are obtained

(38)

The factor P is estimated on the assumption that the airfoiI
suction surface and pressure surface me circukir arcs inter-
secting at the leading and traiIing eclges. The angle of
turning I of the mean Iine is assumed eqllal to the air
deflection:

X=al—cfj

The turning of the suction surface k is then computed from

A–x=~ ACos (1/4)
sin —

4 x 4 sin (X14)
(40a)

Then the turning of the pressure surface& is computed from

The ratio of lengths is

(40b)

when the values for the integrals (3S) and (39) are substituted
in equation (35),

With the ~alues for ~t, ~r~, and ~r equation (42] may be
solved for x~, equation (34) for B(*) find B(2), and flmdly the
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curve for ~ (equation (33)) determined. Furthermore,
equations (37a) and (38) determine the potential @P,so that
the dimensionless circulation 17/~TfXis then

(44).__

For potential flow,

~= @71 sin ~L—~1 sin ~1)

The velocity I: may be eliminated by the continuity equa-
tion (24) rew-dting in

X Va cos aa (tan al –tan W)————
8 u{ r’

(45)

lrIX

which determines the blade spacing.

COXfP~RISONWITHEXACT PROCEDURE

For the purpose of judging the accuracy of the method of
estimating the pressure-surface-yelocity clistribution, a com-
parison was made with velocities computed for potential flow
by an exact procec~ure. The data were obtained from refer-
ence 9. The comparison is shown in figures 9(a) and 9(b),
In both cases, -ra~ues of U’/l” were selected to fit a.ppro.xi-
ruately the ATAC.AM-series isolated airfoil data (reference 10),

(46)

By using equations (26), ~27), @9), and (30) with these
values, ~f/ J“n, ~r/l’m, find ~JT”~ were cornput ed. NText B
was obtained by use of equations (4o) and (41). Ewduation
of the data for suction-surface-velocity distribution yielded
0/I-J” and m(Z~f/ l-J. It. -was now possible to substitute all
these wdues into equations (43) and solve for xJX by use of
equation (42). The solution was then continued in the
manner indicated in the pretious section.

Pressure-surface velocity was then plotted using the
equation

The shapes oft he estimated and exact velocity distribution
on the pressure surface are quite simikm. The soIidity com-
puted from the estimated -velocities is, however, 6 percent
higher for figure 9(a) and 4 percent lower for figure 9(b) than
the exact value. These values then give an indication of the
order of inaccuracy of the method of estimating soIidity.
The error in pressure-surface potential 0, was 6 percent for
the airfoil of figure 9 (a) and 2 percent for the airfoil of figure
9(b).
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FIGURE 9.—Comparison of estimated and oomputed premuro-surfaco-vdocity distribution.

EFFECT OF SEVERALPARAhlE1’ERS ON REQUIRED CASCADE
SOLIDITY

The relations developed in the previous section are applied
to study the effect of several design andoperating pa.rametirs
on required case.ado solidity.

COMPUTA~ONS

The data given in the problerns solved consisted of:
(1) Reynolds number U:X/V (either very high or very 10IV);
(2) dtiusion coefficient 11=(i.it.he.r –0.010 or –0.()()6 for a tUr-
bulent boundary layer); (3) trailing-edge loading (Uf– ~j)/17,
(assumed to be 0.1 because cnscade d~tq indic@e.d..t,hi:vaJue
as att.aina,ble); (4) velocity ratio U~az/Va; (5) velocity-
diagra.m components V,, VI, a,, and w from which Vrnand
am are computed; and (6) tiebcitty ratios ~t/V’, ~~t/V’, and

.

~//T7’, ti>ich are determined from the assumed basic thick- ~
ness distmbut.ion. In all cases t,ho assumed values wcm ,
fli’/17’=~l~025 and ~r/V’=0.95, but ~~’/17’ was varied to
obtain various values for the thickness. All the assunmd :
quantiti~ were varied in the examples to show the effect on
the required cascade solidity, the ~%locity distribution, and
the thicltiess. The sequence of computation is:

(1) C~rgput.e .-

....
g= u:
v, T=l’025

.

,.-a LJf
u, _x“

u-= u.==mm
....,. v,

,:
(2) From UJ U~~, the assumption of either laminnr or

turbulent diffusion, and the desired rate of diffusion, figures 2 ‘
to 8 are .uQed to fid t.ho suction-aurfgcc-velocity distribut-
ion and the values for @)UjX and m,

‘(3) VBIUCSfor the solidity X/s and t.ho pressure center
xJX ari. assumed., . The thickness is then cornputcd from
equations (30) and (46) if either x~/s<O.5 or. x~/8>X/s- 0.5.
If 0.5<xJs<X/~-O.5, then equation (31) is used,
The factor fl is then obtained from equations (4o) and (41), ~

(4) The quantities 03), C(ZJ, (l(l), r~, W, W, */tllX, I
l?/lJrX, and ‘X/s are next cornpllted from equations (43); (~2~,
(34), (38), (44), and (45).

(5) Steps (3) and (4) must be repeated if the solidity X16
varies considerably from the assumed v.aluo or if, because of
an incorrect assumption for x~, an incorrect choice was made
in the equation for the computation of WX and b.

. ..... .... . ... .
RESULTS

The r.wults of the cornput.a.tions me shown in the following
table and in figure 10. The table gives the assumed values
for the design parameters and tho comput.ecl solidity; wherems
figure 10 shows the details of t.ha velocity dktributions with
sketches., to indicate the cascado soJ.idity and the airfoil
thickness. The circles drawn on the cs,mbcr Jincs indicate
the location of x~ and the airfoil thickness tn.

-.
Diffusion

‘~dary l*yer ooefftciant (da&)

-0.010
– .010
– ,010
– .010
– .010
– .010
– ,010
–-. 010
– .006
-.006
-.06618
– ‘. 00618
– ,Ohm

.1 I

38
38

%
–46
–45
–45
-46

38
38

+

1.015
1.312
1.312
L 312
1.e15

0.10
.10
.10
.00
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10

0.10
.10
.Otl
.05
.20
.16
.11
.18
.10
.00
. flo
.0s
.09

-.—

.-

:

A-
T

0.30
.04
.Y1
.05

L o
L3

i: t
.42
. so

:;.
1:7

I

-.

1

I

,
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0 .2 .4 S .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0
Z/x d X/x/ x/xJ .

XXI\

.

(s1Cme(8) Dr=-o.olm R’v+m: cq==w; *+W;
t~x=o.lu x/s =0.31.

(b) C&e (b) l)== -0.010;R.\”+_;aI=~S”;a=3S”; (C)Case(C)Dr= –0.OIWIN+=; =1=45°;tzz=W;
t./x=o.lo Iqs=o.64. fJx=o.o& XfS=o.so.

(d) Case(d) Ih= -0.OI@ Rhr+m; m=45a; as=3S”; (e) Case (e) Dr= –0.Ol@R.%’+-; a1=45a;Qt=-4~
LJX=O.06;X/$=0.65. tsJX=O.Zl xtJ =1.6.

(f) Case (f) Dr=-O.OI& RX+-; aI=450;~=–4S0;
#Jx=oJ5; ~,=l~.

FIGcEE10.—Emmplesof relocity distributions.
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/ -/ ‘-x
(g) C-me(g)Dr=-O.Ol@RN+m” aI=45”;.ai= -45”; (h) Case (h) Dr= -0.010;RN+=; m=OO;a~= -45”;

LJx=o.ll; X18=L3.
(O cam (f)~r= -o.oo@~’~’ =; UI=45”;*=38”:

— LJx=o.lR Xla=1.0. &JX=O.lb;X/;= O.42.

(j) Case(j) Dr=-0.00& RN+m; LTIS=45?;m=3a0; (k) Case (k) DL= -0.0661%RN<70~OOO;w-45”;w=38°; (1)Cast! il) ~L= -O.OFI&&”-fiNiO,WO;UI=45”;LYI=‘=”
LJX=O.06;X/.s=O.56. tm/x=o.06;X78=1.6. k,x-o.0%.&3.L .

FIGUBE10.–Continued. Examplesof velocitydistributions. .,. ..-
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\
(m) c8~e(m) &,=-o.0661&&\r<io,oo@~d”; LIP ‘~”j &/~=0.09; .~ji=l.7.

FIGrBE:10.—Conchded. Examples of whit y disiniutions.

The effect of variation of ma.ximwn surface velocity
l~ma~on solidity .1”/s of a compressor-type blade is shown
by comparison of cases (a) and (b), where all design para-
meters are the same except Zr~a=/l‘2. The blade with a lower
value of CT~==/1”2is obviously better suited for operation with
a compressible fluid with a high Jlach number, but has the
disadvantage of requiring a higher solidity (twice as many
bltides).

If in case (b) the thickness is reduced from 0.10 to 0.06,
the cascade corresponding to case (c) results, having only 78
percent of the solidity” of case (b). This decrease results
from the higher aerodynamic loading of the thinner blade
because of the lower pressure-surface velocities caused by
the thickness.

In cases (a), (h), and (c), the t raihng-edge loading corre-
sponds to an air flow that does not satisfy the Kutta con-
dition. The actual blade having the prescribed velocity
dist.ribution -irould have an extension from the point x/X= 1.0
to Imger values in =ivhich the loading would drop to zero.
Similarly, the initial parts of the velocit,y distributions do
not include the leading edge; that is, the velocity dist ribu-
tions shown do not extend over the entire airfoil, but do in-
clude practically all the aerodynamically loaded region. .4
velocity distribution -ma-s computed for zero trailing-edge
loading (case (d)) in order to observe what sacrifice would
be involwd in avoiding separation at the trailing edge and
~ttempting an airfoil deeign that would satisfy the Kutta
condition. ~omparison with case (c) shows that the solidity
is about 1.3times as great. The effect WOUIC1be less in the
case of reaction blading where the low idet velocity results
in large loading in the initial part of the airfoil and a relatively
smaller effect. of t.ra.iling-edge loading. The effect of decrease

in trailiig-edge loading is also less for blades of small diffusion
rat io lT~=J LTf, because in such cases the suction-surface
velocity is maintained at its maximum value to a point very
close to the trailing edge and, as a consequence., the lod.ing
is also maintained over most of the airfoiI.

For an impulse blade (~,= 1-,) of ~arge turning (turbine
type), the velocity distribution is very much the same as for
a compressor blade with nearly the same velocity curves “u
and ZT,although the thickness wiH vary radically because of
the low value for l“~. For example, compare cases (a) and
(e).

If the t.urbine-blade thickness is reduced to the value closer
to the compressor blade, the circulation is increased (case (f)),
as might be expected. The large cliifusion ratio on the

pressure surface, which practically insures the existence of
a separation bubble t-here, should also be noted.

The effect of decreasing the maximum surface velocity ~~~
is shown in case (g), which has lower b~ade circulation even
though the thickness was decreased from 0.15to 0.11. Solid-
ity increased 39 percent over the value for case (f).

For an inlet guide vane turning the air from an angle of 0°
to an angle of —45° (case (h)), the velocity distribution
changes from the impulse cascade (case (g) ) because of the
large decrease in the inlet. velocit.y. Eren with the increased
thickness, local velocities on the pressure surface do not in-
volve high diffusion rakes because of the over-all increase
in -reIocity (_l.’1/l’2=0.7oij.

The effect of reducing the rate of diffusion from. that of-
cases (a) and (c) (D== —0.010) to a lower rate (D~= —0.006),

while maintaining the same values of the other design
parameters, was determined by computing the corresponding
cases (i) and (j), respectively. The positions at which the
~/K values are equal for the two cases are where the values
of a are the same. Some chordwise shift occurs in the loca-
tion of a given value of a when changing from case (a) to.
case (i) because of the shift in the loading distribution ~
~onsequent.ly, the location of x~ shifts and the thicliness
distribution. changes. The last, haIf of the blade (case (i))
does very ht tle turning so that the solidity increases from
0.31to 0.42. The usefulness of this part of the blade could
be greatly increased if a larger turning of the air were in-
volved because the ~/1.~ curve would rise to higher vahms in
the first haIf of the airfoiI and drop to lower values in the last
half, thus shift ing the load backwards on the blade surface.
The change in velocity and solidity from case (c) to case (j)
is slight because the rate of diffusion has very lit-tle effect on
suction-surface pot ential w-hen the diffusion is ema.11. (See
fig. 7.) .

h effect of blade Reynolds number lTr.y/v is shown by
comparison of cases (a) and (k). ln case (k), the expansion is-
entirely la.minar (low Reynolds number); whereas in case (a)
the extent of the lamimr region is assumed zero (high
Reynolds number). Even though the laminar-kyer blade
is only 6 percent. thick, the solidity (1.6) required is five
times as large as for the blade with a turbulent boundary
layer. This loss in circulation results from the fact that
la.minar ditfusion must be begun so much earIier when the
boundary layer is thinner. On the pressure surface of the
blade can be observed a region near the trailing edge where
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the rate of diffusion increases” to a-value that will certainly
induce separation. -A better aerodynamic design could be
obtained with a thinner blade., which would be necessary if
the turning were greater. ~orne irnpmveme.ut \yould also
probably result with a less simple mean velocity curve. The.
conclusion may safely be nmde that it is extremely difllcult,
if not impossible., to obtain a cmnpressoi blade of reasonable
thickness and turning, if flow separation is ~o be avoided w~tll
a laminar boundary layer.

The design of an impulse blade with laminar boundary
layer appears to be en~irdy feasiblc (case (l)) as a consequence
of h low value for UJT72, which is a result of tbe.low value
for ~’JVZ. A. reaction blade with huninar boundary layer
also is feasible. (See case (m).) The percentage increase
in solicti~y for cases (1) and (m) over that for cases (g). and
(h) is much less than the percentage ig~rea.se in solidity for
case (k) over t.hnt for c.gsc (a). As a general. rule, cascade
solidifies for laminar and turbulent diflusion can be expected
to be more nearly alike when d~tiusion is smd.1 (’U~Jupl .0)
than when ditlusion is large (V~.JZlJ~2.0) because of the
sma.Iler difference in suction-surface potential. (See.fig. 6 (a).)

CONIPARISON Ol? EXPERIMENTAL JVITH INDICATED
ATTAINABLE SOIJDITY VALUES

In order to estimate the degree with which blades in usc
approach the maximum attainable circulation as indicated
by the present method of analysis, cawadc soliditics were
computed for conditions comparable to those for which
performance data were available. It was. desired to. compare
the soliditics of the. tested blades and those corresponding to
t.hc proposed velocity distributions on the basis of operation
at, very low h~ac.h numbers, very high Reynolds number, the
same values for al, az, mmimurn thickness t/X, Z7~JVZ,and
Ur/lIJ. Data used were obtain.cd frornmferences .1.1and 1.2.
In none of the comparisons shown is it possible to evaluate
cascade efficiency, although for every case the comparison
was made on the biwis of the optimum operating condition of
the casca,de as shated herein. The comparisons are shown “in
the following table: . . ..

mdc
&.& det~-

1
65- 18)10

;; 05- 12)10
11 65- 4)10
11
12
12 ::$!!

:d%g) fd?g)

- —
46
45 M.8
45 W.o
45 42.9
~“ -45.8

–62. O

~..

““:4. Estimatsd X!a

UM.J-? =e%i.,~+
.X18 ;,=-O.O,O I D.==-o.oo;

* t/x=o.oofM.

All of the cases are, dir.ecll.y comparable as previously
described except the 65–(18) 10 blade, for which ;t was im-
possible to find a solution with 10-percent thickness, indi-
cating a strong probability of separated flow cm the blade..
A solidity was computed with the thickness reduced to 6.64
percent.

The 65–(12) 10 blade has a~oiver solidity and therefore a
higher circulation than either of the estimates for a
maximum-circulation blade. Possible cwses for this discrep-
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ancy arei=’(l) slight ffo~v sepuation from the surfaco of tho
65–(12) 10 -bla.@.2 ~nd. (2) the assufiption .;f a parabolic
curve for_Zl, which may involve some sacrifl..ce in att ainablc
circulating. For lower dtiusion (65-”(4)10 and 65-(0)10)
and for reaction b~ades (6&(A)06 and 64-@)06), th~ esti-
mates indicate that higher circulations are attainabh The
64–(A)o~ and 64-(B)o6 blades have such high wducs for
i5T~/~~~.that there is no substantial difference ~hcn the lower
diffusion rate 11~= – 0.006 k used in the solidity estimate.
It seems reasonable to expect. that higher blade circulations
are obtainable with bind CS.othm. t.hm the 65- and 64-smies
for low pressure rise and for pressure drop. The 65-(0) 10
blade. is @reticularly subject h improvement. -.

-. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the limitations on the circulation about
blades in cascade indicates. that under the assaption of the
several c.~ite.ritms for separation and the avoidance of local
separation of the flow, the following conclusions can bc
drawn:

1. For a pl:eisgigned maximum velocity and suction-
surface trailing-edge velocity, the suction-surface potential
and airfoil circulation increases with the increase in permis-
sible difliwion rate.

2. For’ a h-uninar boundary layer, Loitsianskii’s cquatio-n
determinik blade circulations independent of the Reynolds
nutibe.r. For. a turbuhmt boundary layer, Kalikhnmn’s
criterion Jor safe diffusion (1%> —0.001 15) indicates very
sligh~ ch@gcs in bladc circulation with variation in Reynolds
number. If a constant diffusion rate (~T= –0.010 or
– 0.006) is used, however, some slight decrcaso in att.ainablo
potential with increase in Reynolds number is indicated.
A very Marked increase in obtainable. lifts occurs wheujhe
design is changed f~m that for a laminar botmd{l’y layer to
that for ..a tuibul.ent boundary layer. This effcct dccrcases
with decrease in the cliffusion ratio umaz/ uj or ~Tmaz/~2,

With transition at momentum-thicjmess Reynolds number
R= 250, the change begins to occur at a blade Reynolds
number RN between 80,000and 90,000, For completc~ly
turbuleni diffusion with Z7Ju~~z>0.6, the bl~e Reyn~~;
numbers are 260,000. (Kaliichman’s criterion
~.= –0~~06) and 180,000 (fir=-O.010).

3. Suction-surface potential and consequently the airfd
circtdatiou increases with increasing ma~fium ~elo!i!y
ratio U;JVZ or U~az/U~jhowever, negligible gain k Cti-
mdat.ion is obtained with U~../U~greatcy than 1!6 with !ur-
bule.nt diiusion and greater than 1.25with laminar cliffusion.

4. AI-, airfoil designed for laminqr boundary layer maybe
opera. tedmt any Reynolds number. An airfoiI designed for a
turbulent boundti~ layer has a “lower Reynolds number
limit for operation without sepa.r~tion. This limit is mft.mc-
tioll of the velocity ratio ~n=t/~j, the diffusion rate, and the
co?dition_for. transition. For l?=250 and difhsion velocity
ratios ~~=JUf<l ,67, the lower limb of RN is equal to or
lCSS than 260,000” for small diffusion ratw (D21= -0.006,
11~~ –(1.@l 15) and equal to or lCSSthan 180,000 for larger
diffusion rates (llr=-O.010).

-..
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5. Improvement in airfoil circulation always results from
adding loading at the trailing edge, but the improvement is
less with decrease in over-all diffusion (decrease in ~’,/l\)
and with decrease in surface diffusion (decrease in U&JUr).

6. Change in suction-surface-velocit.y distribution result-
ing from change in difhsion coefficient or c.ha.ratter of the
boundary layer has a large effect on blade circulation except.
-when the diflusion is smaII. This small effect is to be expected
in blades designed for high-speed operation and for reaction
blades.

7. For a fixed suction-surface-veIocity distribution, ob-
tainable blade circulation decreases with increasing blade
thickness.

8. The large discrepancy between the circuhition of the
65–(18) 10 bIade with the recommended v-elocity diagram
and t-he estimat cd attainable circulation implies a strong
possibihty of separation of the flow from the 65-(18)10 _
blade. For the recommended conditions of operation of the. __
65–(4)10, 65-(0] 10, 64-(~) 06, and 64–(B)06 blades, esti-
mates indicate that higher blade circulations are attainable~ _.==

LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION I.ABORATORY,

NATIONYAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAXD, OHIO, September 1, 19.@.



The following symbols are used in this report:
A 0.0135
~(l),~(a) coefficients of (x/X) and (z/~)’ terrn$ in equation

for D
C~’},(7(2),@J coefficients of (;JX), (x~/X)2, and (rtJX)i

c
D.

D.

D=

Ei(w)

F

f

H
L

‘m

R
RN
8

2’

t

u

D

v

APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

terms in equation for z.
chord
diffusion coefficient with Iaminar boundarv .

( )~dU ~_O.O~
Uz

(according to Kalikhtian, separa-

tion occurs when D.= –0.0013)

diffusion coefficient with turbulent boundary
T dU

()

.- .

layer, ~ ~

exponential integral, (S:::4 ‘
parameter in approximate equations for lamin~.r

boundary layer

coefficie’]tOf- fric’iOn,(+R’”)
form factor, (~*/6) ““
generalized momentum thicknegs of lamingr

boundary layer, (oR)

momentum-thickness Reynolds number, ( L@/v)
blade Reynolds number, (i7fX/v)
spacing of airfoils tdong cascade axis
generali~ed momentum “thickness of” turbulent

boundary layer, (fl~’lt) r .
thickness of airfoil
suction-surface velocity just outside boundary

layer
arithmetic average of suction- and pressure-

surface velocities
stre~m velocity ‘ -- ~ . . .

.+.

-.

-..—
—

.

Subscripts:

f
i . .
1
m ~~

naax
P
t
tr
o -- ;...

1“

2

--- ,- . . .. —

l’~ corrected for thickness effect of airfoils in
cascnde

total suction-surface length
arc. le:ugth on airfoil suction surface
“iin”glebetwein” velocitj- vector and” ‘normnl to

cascade axis
ratio of pressure-surface length to suction-

surface length, (xJz) . .. ‘
circulation around one airfoil
displ~~ement”~hic.kness of “boundary “layc.r ““”‘—- ‘~;
momentum thickness of boundary layer
turging angle of upper surface
turning angle of camber line .

kinematic viscosity of gm ,
gas density .--- —--.._.
surface shear stress

(i )

““x”””
complet~ ve~ocit y potential, ~ U dx

““ J(r ‘d’) ‘Casur’d !!?!?
velocity potential

leading edge

final value near trailing edge
initial value near leading edge -.
value at beginning of lamina.r diffusiori process”
wdue corresponding. to mean of upstream and

do~<nstream velocity vectors
maximum value
vahe on pressure surface
value at beginning of turbulent diffusion process
value at transition
value coirespondhg to 11= 1.400 in turbulcgt

bogndwy layer

upstream vrdue ‘

downstream vtdue

Su@rscriptl: . ..

I -- pertaining to isolated airfo~
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APPENDIX B

METHOD OF COMPUTING FIGURE 5

For diffusion with a. laminar boundary layer, equation (8)
determines for any given velocity ratio ZTJU~ar (equal to
Ur/ZIJ and the blade length X the value for xI. Then

L,=o.441xi

For the case of difhsion with a partly laminar and partly
turbulent bwndary layer, a number of values -were selected
for

R,=%

the ReynolcIs number at the beginning of Iaminar diffusion.
The units of velocity and length may be taken as .L?zand ZL,
respectively.%.llso

Ll=o.441xl

which est abIishes the scale of the laminm-difl%sion region.
L9trutr

At the. transition~point, l?l,== =250, so that for Ltr

there is obtained from equation (6d)

2(F+DL)

Lt,=L,(~) ‘“D’

and

Because

then
L=8R

and
2“,= 6,,(R ,,) 116

The initial condition for EZis

D
“’=1”4-*5

(reference 3), where

D
Td

T.fr=
(7

——
U dx ,,

=D~(R,r)5Jc

For this value of n,,, figure 4 identifies UJUo and Rtrl%

thus establishing the scale for the velocity U and the basic
length TO. By proceeding to the final velocity Ur, the length
X–x,. is established, and RN= UfX/v may be computed.

If the diffusion is entirely turbulent, then by assuming a
value for the Reynolds number at the beginning of turbulent
diffusion R,, there are obtained (r,, and U,, are taken as the
units of length and velocity, respectively)

e,,=o.441 ~
.

~ =0.441%,,
“ (R,r)5n

DTwzr=O

Hti= 1.4

Uo= Urea.

To= Ttr
137
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APPENDIX C ‘: “

EFI?ECT OF AIRFOIL THICK-NESS ON FLCiiV THROUGH CASCADES

By assuming that the effect of the. airfoil c.ticulation on
the velocity at the point z~ (-where the flow has turned to the
direction am) is tdmn into. account by the turning effect, the
change in ve~ocity from 171to Ym is given by

I’”m= VI Cos-Cq Scc am

The. effect of thickness is now separately evaluated m the
approximate effect of a cascade of uncambered a.i~~foilsof
stagger ctn with no circulation. The thickness distribution
is assumed similar to that of..a Joukowsky airfoil, which is
discussed general~y in reference 13. Tile potential fuctio.n
W for a uniform stream of velocity J’ flowing about, a
Joukowsky airfoil of small thickness can be shown to be

“’=’7[’+(’+:3’:1
where w

.s real c.onsta.nt determining airfoil thickness

~ complex parameter defined by Z=r+${ -- .,

and the condition that f be a continuous, single-valued func-

[1
r ‘z) – 1 where z is the complex positiontion with lim ~ — ,

z= m

coordinate in the airfoil plane... The airfoil p~ofile is given

by the additional equation for a qircle of radius (1+4 ~

and center— ~

When the central angle of the circle tohas a value of.2/3 m, the
airfoil has a maximum thickness; at this point the velocity is

u= V(I +2e)

If the potential function is expanded in powers of .l/tj the
individual terms may then in turn be expanded in po~~grs”-of
I/z; the resultant approximation for large z is

This expansion neglects terti.s in I/z4 and higher powers.
From this expansion, the velocity at large. distances from the
airfoil is -..:,.

dg= v_ Vec2/8
m

-v_(~–V)c’/16.
~

( _)At a hdf chord above the airfoil z=; ~ , the error in t,he

(U–v)c’disturbance velocity ~6(z+@) f is 26 percent; whereas the

error in the entire velocity is (for ~= 1.2 V) 0,8 percent.
At a distance of 1 chord, the errors are. 10 and 0,1 percent,

.
respectively. At 1 ~ chord, the values are 5 and 0,02 percent.
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This approximate velocity distribution iS seen from the ~
form of the velocity equation ,to bo that of a doublet Of _”
strength -.

M=27r(v– v) $. —

placed in a uniform stream of velocity ~’.
li a ~erica o.f such doublets me placed. on an asis with- ‘-

directiorvie- ‘“~ and with locations . .
-tam(~=oj 1, 2) “ “ “ZOk’irwe )“”

—

a potential function W will rcdt with the equation

or

If the potential due to the ~emtrhl doublet at z, is renlovc~ to ,
find the modification of the uniform flow in which t.hc ccmtmd I
bhtde is lccated, there results

w=
%i$={cotr~=f:)l--d : .:

.
By e.xpa.~ding in powers of (z– z,) and by neglecting po~+crs “”~
higher than 2, there is obtained the approximation -“— .,

W=~~~ e’i’~(z– 2,)
.-

with the complex velocity

dW A$T2 ““ ; - _~=% g e“”” —.- -.

When added to the mean flow, the component normal to the ‘
mean floiv may be neglected, giving

The doublet strength has been sh~wn to be -

If this equation is substituted in the
the equation

Du
~.=F

used to eliminate ~, 1-.

(U–vm,c)
equation for V~,G,and

-.
I

—

;“ ““’’==zl’m=~..
Or, if V& is eliminated,

.-
.-—
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